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INTERPOLATING SEQUENCE ON CERTAIN
BANACH SPACES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

B. YOUSEFI

Let G be a finitely connected domain and let X be a reflexive Banach space of func-
tions .analytic on G which admits the multiplication operator Mz as a polynomially
bounded operator. We give some conditions that a sequence in G has an interpolating
subsequence for X.

INTRODUCTION

Let X b e a separable reflexive Banach space whose elements are analytic functions
on a complex domain fl. It is convenient and helpful to introduce the notation (x,x*)
to stand for x*(x), for x € X and x* 6 X*. Assume 1 € X and the operator M2 of
multiplication by z maps X into itself and for each A in ft, the functional e(A) : X —> C,
the evaluation at A given by e(A)(/) = (/, e(A)) = /(A), is bounded.

For the algebra B(X) of all bounded operators on a Banach space X, the weak
operator topology is the one in which a net Aa converges to A if AQx —> Ax weakly,
xeX.

A complex valued function ip on Cl for which ipf € X for every / S X is called a
multiplier of X and the collection of all these multipliers is denoted by M(X). Because
Mz is a bounded operator on X, the adjoint M* : X* -> X* satisfies M*e(A) = Ae(A).
In general each multiplier ip of X determines a multiplication operator Mv defined by
Mvf = ipf,f e X. Also M*e(X) = ip(X)e(X) ([8]). It is well-known that each multiplier is
a bounded analytic function. Indeed \<p{\)\ < ||A^II f°r e a c^ ^ m ^- Also Mvl — ip £ X.
But X C H(Cl), thus tp is a bounded analytic function. We say that M(X) is rotation
invariant if whenever h € M(X), then hg € M(X) where hg(z) = h(e~iBz). Also we call
that Mz is polynomially bounded in the sense that there is a constant C > 0 such that
||MP|| ^ C IIPIIOQ for every polynomial p, where HPH ,̂ is the supremum norm of p on Q.
By H(Q) we mean the set of all functions that are analytic in some fixed open set G
containing fi, with fk—>f uniformly on compact subsets of G.
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MAIN RESULTS

First we give the Rosenthal-Dor Theorem which we need for the proof of our main
theorem.

ROSENTHAL-DOR THEOREM. Suppose X is a Banach space and {en} is a bounded

sequence in X. Then there exists a subsequence {enk}k such that either
oo

(i) the map { a * } ^ —> ̂ Z a*en* Js an isomorphism of E1 into X, or

(ii) limv?(en(.) exists for every <p 6 X*.
P R O O F : See [4] and [7]. D

The pseudo-hyperbolic distance p(z,w) between points z,w in the unit disc U is
defined by p(z,w) — \(w - z)/(l — wz)\. Given any two pairs of points in U of equal
pseudo-hyperbolic distance apart, there is an analytic automorphism of U mapping the
first pair onto the second pair of points ([6]).

From now on we assume that X is a separable Banach space and the operator Mz

is bounded on X.

LEMMA 1 . Let Wi , . . . , u>n g U, ande > 0. Then there exists a function <p analytic

on U such that f(wi) = 1 for i = 1,2,... ,n and <p(l) = —1 and Ĥ Hoo ^ 1 -f e.

n

PROOF: Consider the Blaschke product B(z) ~ f] eie'(z - Wj)/(1 - w]z). Clearly

oo = * a n d B{wj) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , 7i. Now by the same method used in the proof of
Lemma 9 in [1], consider the pseudo-hyperbolic distance p(w, z) between points w,z £ U.

Choose 6 > 0 such that 1/(1 + fi) = p(l/(l + e), -1/(1 + e)). Thus p(0,1/(1 + 5)) =
p(l/(l+e),-l/(l + e)). So there exists b e H(U) such that ||ft||00 = 1,6(0) = 1/(1 + e)

and 6(1/(1 + 6)) = -1 / (1 +e).

Define^ = (l + e)bo(B/(l + S)). Clearly <p is analytic on U, <p(wk) = (l+e)b(0) = 1
for k = 1 , . . . , n and ip(l) = (1 + e)b{\/{\ + 8)) = - 1 . Because b is analytic on U and
Hftll̂  = l, we conclude that (p is analytic on U and Halloo < 1 + e. D

We now make the following.

DEFINITION 2: An open connected subset Q of the plane is called a Caratheodory
region if its boundary equals the boundary of the unbounded component of C\Q.

It is easy to see that fi is a Caratheodory region if and only if fi is the interior of
the polynomially convex hull of fi. In this case the Farrell-Rubel-Shields Theorem holds
[5, Theorem 5.1, p. 151]. Let / be a bounded analytic function on fi. Then there is a
sequence {pn} of polynomials such that ||pn|ln ^ C for a constant C and pn(z) -+ f(z)

for all z S Q. In the following we suppose that fi is the unit disc U.

LEMMA 3 . Let Mz be polynomially bounded in the sense that for some C > 0,

\\Mp\\ < C HPII^ for all polynomial p. Then \\MV\\ ^ C | M L for all <p in M{X).
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PROOF: Since M(X) C H°°(U) and U is a Caratheodory region, there is a sequence

{pn} of polynomials such that ||jt>TI||oo ^ I M ^ and pn(z) ->• <p(z) for every z e U. For

each A s [/we have

<MPn/,e(A)) = (pn/)(A) =pn(A)/(A) -> <p(X)f(X) = (Afv/,e(A)>.

Because A"* = span{e(A) : A e U}, we conclude that (MPnf,g) —» (Mvf,g) for all / in
^ and 5 in X*. Now

|(MPn/,fl)|^||MPn|| Il/H HsKCIIPnlUI/H IMKCIMLH/H \\g\\.

Let n -> oo, then |<Mv/,s)| < C IML ||/|| llffll for all / in X and ff in X*. This
completes the proof. D

DEFINITION 4: A sequence {wn} of points of Q is said an interpolating sequence
for X if there exists a positive weight sequence {kn} so that the sequence {f(wn)kn}°°
is in £°° for all / in X and conversely every sequence in £°° can be written in that form.

In the following e(A) is the functional of evaluation at A.

THEOREM 5 . Let U be the open unit disc for which each point is a bounded point
evaluation for a reflexive Banach space X of functions analytic on U which contains the
constant functions and admits Mz to be polynomially bounded. Also assume that M(X)
is rotation invariant and H(U) C M(X). If{wn} is a sequence in U such that wn —> dU,
then some subsequences of {wn} is interpolating for X.

PROOF: Put en = (e(iun))/||e(tun)|| for all n e N. Then {en}n is a bounded
sequence in X*. Use the Rosenthal-Dor Theorem for the Banach space X* and let {enii}
be the subsequence of {en}n promised by the Rosenthal-Dor Theorem, and suppose that
case (i) of the Theorem holds. Let T denotes the isomorphism from £l into X* given by
case (i) of the Rosenthal-Dor Theorem. Because X is reflexive and T is one to one with
closed range, the dual T* maps X onto £°°. Now let a = {an} € £°°. Since T* is onto,
there exists / £ X such that T*f - a. Recall that T*f = foT. So / oT = a. Apply
both sides of the equation / o T — a to the vector in £l that is 0 except for a 1 in the kth
coordinates, getting / ( e n j = a* for every A;. Thus

for all k. On the otherhand for all / in X,

Thus indeed {wnk}k is interpolating for X if we can prove that case (ii) of the Rosenthal-
Dor Theorem never holds. For this let {e*}* be a sequence of positive numbers such that
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oo

Yl (1 + £k) < oo. Similar to the proof of [1, Proposition 4, p. 416], by using Lemma 1
k=l

we can choose inductively an increasing sequence n\ < n-i < • • • of positive integers and

a sequence <pi,<p2,--- of functions analytic on U such that

< P k ( w n i ) = ••• =

By Lemma 3, ||Afv|| ^ C H^H^ for all ip € M(X), thus we get

k k

. \\MVlV2...Vk || < C Wvm ... ^ L ^ C J ] H^IU < C J ] ( l +

Hence the sequence {M^. , . . . ^}* is norm bounded. Since X is reflexive, the unit ball of
X is weakly compact. Therefore the unit ball of B(X) is compact in the weak operator
topology. We may assume, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that MVlV2...Vk -> A

in the weak operator topology, for some operator A. Thus M^llfi2_Vke(\) —» A*e(\) in
the weak star topology. On the otherhand M*llfiJ^Vke(\) — (<fif2 • • • ^jt)(A)e(A), so there
exists a function tp such that A*e(X) = y(A)e(A) and thus A* = M^. Hence A = Mv

on X which implies that <p G M(A") and if {wn} is a sequence in U such that |wn| -» 1,
then ¥3 satisfies ip(wnic) = (—l)fc and limy>(u;nt) does not exist. Now for suitable choices

of Ok, e~t6l"w*k is a positive real number for all A;. Now consider the sequence {ak}k of
oo

positive real numbers such that the function tp(z) = £ ake~t6tzh be in X. Then ip(wnk)
fc=0

is a positive real number. Define h = (pip. Since <p £ M(X), the function h is in X and
we have:

nk) — rr— - p — — ( - l j ^—;
||eKJ|| ||e(t£/Rjh)

B u t

for all A;. So \imh(e'nie) does not exist. This completes the proof. D

COROLLARY 6 . Let wn -»• dU. Then there exists a function h in H°°(U) such

that lim h(wn) does not exist.
n

PROOF: Let 4>, ip, h are defined as in the proof of the above theorem. Note that we

could choose %j) being in M(X). But M(X) is an algebra, thus h = <jytp € M(X). Since

limh(uihk) does not exist, the proof is complete. D
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COROLLARY 7 . Let X C H(Q) when Q is one of the sets {z : \z\ > r } or

{z : \z\ < r } . If{wn} is a sequence in Q such that wn —>• dQ, then under the assumptions

of the theorem there exists h 6 H°°(Q.) such that lim h(wn) does not exist.
n

PROOF: Since fi is the conformal image of the open unit disc [/, by the above
corollary it is clear. D

Consider the circular domain G — U\K\ U .. . U KN where K{ — D{ = {z : \z - Z{\
^ rj} are disjoint closed subdiscs of the open unit disc U. Put d = (C U {00}) \K, for
i= l,2,...,N. Then by the Cauchy integral formula it is proved that

(1) H°°(G) = H™(G0) + //0°°(Gi) + • • • + HZ°(GN)

where Go = U,Hg°{Gi).= H°°(Gi) n H0(Gi) and H0(Gi) is the space of all analytic
functions on d that vanish at infinity ([2, 3]).

The above Theorem can be extended for the case of circular domain instead of the
open unit disc.

COROLLARY 8 . Theorem (5) is also true for any circular domain G, if in addition
we suppose that M(X) = H°°(G).

PROOF: By the same way as the Theorem we can prove that if case (i) of the
Rosenthal-Dor Theorem is satisfied, then there exists some subsequence of {wn} that is
interpolating for X. So it is sufficient to prove that case (ii) of the Theorem does not hold.
Let wn -» d(Gi) for some i = O,l,...,JV. By the above corollary there is h 6 H^id)
such that \imh(wn) does not exist. By the decomposition (1), H°°(Go) and H$°(Gi) are

n
subsets of H°°(G). So h e H°°{G) c M{X) C X and this completes the proof. D
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